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SUMMARY 

A conditional-guess testimator of the mean life time in the two parameter 
exponential distribution utilizing comlitional information on it, with guessed 
guarantee has been suggested. Expressions for bias, mean square error and 
relative efficiency of the proposed testimator have been obtained. It is 
claimed that this testimator fairs better than neverpool estimator in certain 
range of life ratio. Recommendations regarding it~ use have been attempted. 
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1. /1IIroduclion 

In life testing research the simplest and the most widely exploited model 
is the eXl>onential distribution with probability density function : 

f (Xj ; Ai' a) == 1~i expo [- (Xj - Ai) lail ; xi;:: Ai' ai > 0; (i 1,2)(1.1)
i

o ;otherwise 

Here, aj is the average life time of the item and it also acts as a scale 

parameter, Ai is the guarantee period or location parameter or it represents the 

threshold or shift parameter or within which no failure can occur. 

Davis [6] examined differcnt types of data and the exponcntial distribution 
appears to fit most of the situations quite well. Epstein [9] remarks tllat the 
exponential distribution plays as important a role in life testing experiments 
as the part played hy the nonnal distribution in agricultural experiments on 
effects of different treatments on the yield. For a situation where the failure 
rate appears to be more or less constant, the exponential distribution would 
be an adequate choice. in the context of life testing and reliability experiments. 
Exponential distribution also occurs in several other cOlllexts, Stich as the waiting 
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time problems. Maguire, Pearson and Wyon [15] studied mine accidents and 
showed that the time intervals between accidents follow exponential distribution. 

Suppose that the life times of certain equipments produced follow (1.1). 
The problem investigated here, is concerned with a production setup of 
equipments, before and after some modification. It is beneficial to resort to 
censoring in life testing experiments. Specifically, let us consider that r2 

observations from a sample of ~ equipments produced hefore modification is 

available. A similar set of r l observations from a sample of n l equipments 

produced after rnodification(s) is also available. Here, the producer is interested 
in estimating the average life of the equipments produced after modification(s) 
in the production procedure, hoping that the average life will increase after 
modification(s). Further, in addition to this information, the experimenter may 

have a guess value A~ of At either from his past experience or from any other 

reliable source. 

Our object is to provide an estimator of 9 t , however without loss of 

generality one may provide an estimator of 92, using the sample infonnation 

available from two type II censored samples and utilizing additional 
infonnation(s) about tbe population parameters. Here, we have two uncertainties 
about tlle population parameters. First, it is suspected that the average life will 
increase after some modification(s), Le. til 2 92; where 9 is tlle average life 2 

time without any modification(s) and further, it is suspected that after 

modification(s) Al may attain a value A7 (say) which is desired specification, 

Le. AI 2 A~; it implies that we have some guess 011 AI in the fonn of a point 

guess value A7. 
To resolve these uncertainties we apply preliminary test of significance 

(PTS). The PT procedure is more advantageous for life data problems where 
generally, testing happens to be destmctive and expensive. The effect of using 
a PTS for subsequent estimation was first considered by Bancroft [1] who 
investigated the bias and mean square error of variance estimator after a PTS 
of equality of two variances. The PT procedure for estimation has been studied 
by many authors, such as, Bancroft [2], Kitagawa [13], Singh and Gupta [17] 
for analysis of variance models. Richards (16) attempts to analyse the 
consequences of using a PTS, to detennine whether to use a one parameter 
or two parameter exponential distribution. Bancroft and Han [3] and Han, Rao, 
Ravichandran [12] has compiled a bibliography 011 procedures involving PTS. 

------_...._- -~-~---
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As we wisb to incorporate tile available infonnation(s) on the basis of 
tile outcome of a PTS and not indiscriminately, the problem considered here 
has two separate tests for deciding wbether to use or not to use the available 
information(s). This may be done by testing Ho : 91 == against92 

HI: 91 > 92 and H'o: At = A~ against H/I : Al > A~, botll hypotheses may be 

tested at some preassigned level of significance. We have taken the same level 
of significance for botll the bYPotlleses. Consequently, we may have following 
possibilities: accept Ho and H'o; accept Ho and reject H'o ; reject Ho and accept 

H'o: reject Ho and H/ 
O

' Finally, tile proposed testimator may be constmcted 

by utilizing one or botll the available information(s) depending upon the 
outcome of PTS. As the proposed estimator may incorporate the conditional 
or guess or both the infonnations, based on a test of significance, the proposed 
estimator may be tenned as CONDITIONAL-GUESS TESTIMATOR 
(B" CG' (say». 

The statistics for testing the hypotllesis Ho under various situations relating 

to some infonnations on Ai (i - 1, 2) have been given by Epstein and Tsao 

[7]. If 91 92, a MVU estimator of average life for each of the situations using 

both sets of observations has been given by Epstein and Sobel [8]. The MVU 
estimator of average life on tile basis of a single set of observations has been 
given by Epstein [10]. Gupta and Singh [11] proposed a preliminary test 
estimator for life data. We have taken the test statistics for testing the hypothesis 
H~ from Bain and Engelhardt [5]. This study is an attempt to combine the two 

lines of estimation procedure, viz., estimation under conditional specification 
and estimation utilizing a guess information. 

The plan of the paper is as follows : we outline our procedure fOf 
estimation in section-two, in tlle third section we have obtained bias of the 
proposed testimator. Section-four deals with mean square error. In the fifth 
section we have obtained relative efficiency of the proposed testimator with 
nevell>ooi estimator. Finally sectioll-six comprises of mUllerical computations 
and reconnnendations regarding the applicatioll of the proposed testimator. 

2. Conditional-guess TeSlimalor ~(,G 0[91 

Let XII $ xl2 $ ... $ Xlrl be the failure times of the first fl items in a 

life test in which III items were placed 011 test. Further, let 

$ ":22 $ ... $ ":2r be tile failure times of tile first r2 items in another life X21 
2 
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test in which n2 items were placed on test. Suppose that the underlying 

distribution of each Xij (i =1, 2; j =1, 2, ..., r) is two parameter exponential 

f (Xi; Ai' 9;> i =1, 2. 

We are interested in estimating a! when it is suspected that a! ;::: a2 and 

A! ;::: A~. To incorporate the available infonnation(s), we resort to the PTS and 

test the hypotheses viz., Ho: a! = 92 against HI: al > 92 and H'o: Al = A~ 
against H'! : Al > A~ llsing the test statistics proposed by Epstein and Tsao [7] 

and Epstein and Sobel [8], Bain and Engelhardt [5]. 

Thus, depending upon the outcome of PTS. our estimator can be proposed 
as follows 

; If Ho and H'0 are accel)ted 

i.e. if f, < fl! and U > a. 

; If Ho is accepted and H'0 is rejected 

i.e. if f\ < WI and U ~ a. 

; If Ho is rejected and H'0 is accepted 

i.e. if fl ;::: fll and U > a. 

; IfHo and H/o are rejected 

i.e. iff l ;::: WI and U ~ a. 

where 

r l 

ul = L (xlj - AI> + (nl - rj)(x lfl AI) 
j=1 

r l 

lit = L (xIj-xlI)+(nt -rl)(xlr XII)
l 

j=l 

-----------------......------
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r2 

V2 = L (X2j - X21) + (02 - f Z)(X2r2 - XZI) 


j= I 


--Is -n XI :Onlr- I { f B }r- 1U UNIF(O, 1) 
s-nAI rB+nxI:n-nA~-

Here, F (m, n; a) is the upper 100 a% point of the F - distribution with 

(m, Il) degrees of freedom and ,,; (2r1, a) is the value of central Chi-square 

variate satisfying the following relation. 

where f (X~ ) is the probability density function of the central chi-square variate 
I 

with 2rl degrees of freedom. 

3. The Bias of BCG 


TIle bias of BCG is defined as 


(3.1) 

In order to evaluate BIAS (B )' first we have to find E «(\::"G)' Now, the ca
expected value of BCG is given by 

E (SeG) = E1 Pr. (fl < B. and U ~ a) + E2 Pr. (f'l < WI and U < a) 

+ E3 Pr. (f) ~ BI and U ~ a) + E4 Pr. (f'. ~ B'1 and U < a) (3.2) 

where, 

.~m._ ~______ .._.__.~.. .... 
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E4 = E [ r1 _ 1 Ir 1 ~ WI and U < a. ) 

keeping in view that mutually independent statistics 2u~/91 follows chi-square 

distribution with (2r1) degrees of freedom and 2v.J92 follows chi-square 

distribution with (2r 2) d.f. Therefore, the joint density function of 1I~ and2 

is given by v2 

f (u,. v,) ~ c, (u,)" -. (v,V' expo ( -I :: + ;: 1] 
where == (r(r l )r(rz-I)9'j19i- 1r l (3.3)C1 

We make the following transfonnations to evaluate the expected value 
of " 9CG ' 

Here, for the evaluation of EI we use (3.3.a) and for E3 we use the 

transfonnation defined in (3.3.b). 

(3.3.a)x:: ul + Vz and 

(3.3.b)and 

x
simplifying (3.3.a) we get u~ 

(l + y) 

Similarly, we get v2 = u~/y from (3.3.b). 

Therefore, the joint density function of x and y is given by 

X(r1+r2-2)y(r1-1) [ x {v l}J
gl (x, y) C - exp --- ...L+_ (3.4.a)

1 (1 + y)'l +r2-1 . 1 + y 91 92 

and the Joint density function of u~ and y is given by 

(3.4.b) 

using the transfonnatiolls, linlits of integration ill (3.4.a) become 

o~x<OC> (3.5.a) 

and the limits of integration in (3.4.b) are given by 
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(3.5.b) 

where ZI r l B/(rz 1) 

We know that the mutually independent statistics 2u/61 follows chi- square 

distribution with (2r
l 

- 2) degrees of freedom and 2viez follows chi-square 

distribution with (2r - 2) degrees of freedom. Therefore the joint density 
2 

function of III and v2 is given by 

feu"~ v2) = C2 (u,)r1-z (V 2t z 2 expo [ J Ul + V211l e, 92 

where, 

(3.3) 

Again, we make the following transfonnations to evaluate the expected 

value of eco' Here, for the evaluation of E we lise (3.3.c) and for the evaluation z 
of E4 we use the transfonnations defined in O.3.d). 

(3.3.c) 

and 

and 

(3.3.d) 

simplifying (3.3.c) we get til = -~ and v = x
(1 +y) 2 (I +y) 

Similarly, we get vz = u/y from (3.3.d). 

Therefore, the joint density function of x and y is given by 

- X(r1+r2-3)y(r l -2) [ x {L ~.}J
g2(x,y) - Cz + _? expo -, i\ +(1 (3A.c)

(I + y)'l r2 - + y '" 2 

and the joint density function of III and y is given by 

(3.4.d) 

using the transfonnations, limits of integration in (3.4.c) become 

(3.5.c) 
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and the limits of integration in (3.4.d) are given by 

(3.5.d) 

also, we have 

Pr. (U < a) a and Pr. (U ~ a) 1 - a (3.5.e) 

with the above transformations and limits of integration (3.2) can be written 
as 

Zl cC 1 0 

E(8" 
CG) = J J J UI + v2 gl (x,y)f(u)dudxdy 

y=O x=O u=arl + r2-1 

z., 00 a 

+ J J J 2 g2(x,y)f(u)dudxdy 
r l + r2

y=O x 0 u=O 

GO 1 UO

J J 1 f (1I~, y)f (ll) du du~ dy
r l 

y z, u~=O u=a 

~ ~ It 

+ J J J rl 1 f (uI' y)f (u) du du) dy (3.6) 
y= Z2 U1=0 u=O 

where U - UNIF (0, 1) 

Now, integrating expression (3.6) using the following results: 

(i) JC. Ba , (m, Il) b Co 
o (a+by)m+ndy anbm ;ao a+bCo 

(ii) J'" ym- t _ 1 . _ b 
C (a + by)m+n dy - an bm (B (m, n) - Bc, (m, Il) ), Co - -a-=+-b:::"C

B, (m, n) 
(iii) I, (m, n) = B'( ). m, n 

we get the expression for bias of ~CG as a fraction of 8\ as given below 

-----------_._... - ...._
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where 

41 r1 ~I
xI = . x'

<PrIPI+(rz-l)' I 

As a partial check on (3.7), 

If we take WI:: 0 and (l:: 1, then X'l :: 0, it implies that always reject 

both the hypotheses Ho and H~ In this case our testimator reduces to 

Thus, this case is analogous to the neverpool estimator which is an unbiased 
estimator of 61, 

Again, if we take the limits WI and (l:: 1, it implies that never reject ~ ct:) 

Ho and always reject H~ In this case our testimator reduces to 

1\ UI + Vz
9 :: -"--~-

CG r l + rz - 2 


-1 1\ 

From (3.7) B) :: 2 (41 -1) = E (6m ) - 91r) + r2 - • 

Thus, this case is analogous to the alwayspool estimator proposed by Gupta 
and Singh [11] for situation-3 (when nothing is known about guarantees). 

4. Mean Square Error of BCG 

In order to evaluate the mean square error of BCG we use the relation 

given below 
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1\ 2 " Thus, we need the expression for E (8eG). The tenn BIAS (8CG) is already 

evaluated in section-3, and fOf the evaluation of E (8~G) we follow the same 

method which has been used for evaluating the E (eCG)' After SOllle 

simplification we get final expression for E (e~G) as follows 

"2 2[rl+1 a (l-a)<I>2 r2 (fz-I)
E(9m ) = 8, --+ (1)+ 2 Ix (r"r2+1)

f' f I f J (r1 + f Z 1) I 

2(1 -a)<I>r1 (r2 I) a<l>2 f2 (fz-l) 
+ 2 Ix (rl+],r2)+ .., 11<.' (rl l,r2+1)

(fl+r2-1) I (r,+r2- 2)- . J 

fl (r) + 1) (r) + 1) 1 2 a <I> (rl - 1) (r2 1)
+(I-a) .,- -- Ix (r)+2,f2-1)+ .., 

(r)+r2- 2)- r, I (c)+c2- 2t[ 

l* Ix' (r l ,C2)+aj r (f)-1).,_ 1\ Ix' <fl +l,C2-1)] (4.2) 
I (f)+c2- 2t c)- I 

substituting the values of E (e~G) and BIAS (em) from (4.2) and 13.7), in (4.1) 

and then after simplification we obtain the MSE (8cG) expressed as a fraction 

of e~ as given below 



-------------------- ---
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As a partial check Oil (4.3), 

Let WI 0 and n 1, that is the above expression reduces to 

M 1I(r -1) = MSE (e)!e • Which is same as mean square error of thej j 	 j 

neveJ'j)ool estimator. 

If we take W ~ and n = I, we getI <Y) 

which 	can be shown very easily to be equal to MSE (AP. EST.)!e~ where, 

MSE (AP. EST.) has been obtained by Gupta and Singh [11] for situation-3 
as alwayspoo\ estimator of e j • 

5. Efficiency of a1\ 

CG 

As preliminary test estimators arc in general biased and neverpool 
estimators are always unbiased and since the t~'o are competing estimators of 
OJ, it is more appropriate to talk of the relative efficiency of the proposed 

estimator to the Ilcverpool cstimator which may be defined as follows 

RE = MSE (neveI}}ool estimator)_ 
MSE (conditional-gllcss tcstimator) 

1 11 	 + 1) IRE 	 - -+_-C::C--+(1-n) 1 r J (rJ + l) ---- Ix (r(+2,r2 1) 
r l r l TI (r l 1) (r

l 
+r2 2)2 TI 1 
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(5.2) 

From the above expression we ob:;erve that RE is a function of 
rJ' r2, <», PI' WI and a. In which rj and r2 are determined and fixed in advance 

by the experimenter taking cost and time into consideration. The average life 
ratio <» is in general unknown. Hence, the only parameter(s) at our disposal 
is level(s) of significance for hoth the hypothe~es. 

We have taken the same level(s) of significance for both the hypotheses. 
However, possibly one can take different level(s) for both the hypotheses. The 
best choice for level of significance could be proposed using minimax regret 
criterion. It remains a future task. 

To study the behaviour of mean square error of the proposed testimator 
1\ 
BeG' we have considered fOllr sets of values given in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 

fj 

16 

16 

4 

4 

f2 

8 

12 

8 

12 

We have taken a = 0.01,0.05,0.10 and 0.25; 4> 0.1 (0.])1.0 for each 
r and r •l 2

6. Discussion on Numerical Resulls 

As discussed earlier, relative efficiency is a ftlllction of f l , r~,.!fl. (~l and 

a. We have calculated the relative efficiencies for the setup given in section-5. 
Tables of relative efficiencies (RE) have been given in the appendix. From 
these tables, we put forward the criteria for the applicatioll of the proposed 
testimator as follows 

~---------... ~....- ...~ 

http:0.01,0.05,0.10
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1. 	 Table showing the effective ranges of (j> where RE > 1. 

Sample size Life ratio Level(s) of significance (n) 

1% 5% 10% 25% 

r l = 4 cp 0.5 to 1.0 0.5 to 1.0 0.5 to 1.0 0.5 to 1.0 

r2 = 8 

TI = 4 <II 0.6 to 1.0 0.5 to 1.0 0.5 to 1.0 0.5 to 1.0 

r2 = 12 

r l = 16 <II 0.1 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0 0.7 to 1.0 

T2 8 

T1 = 16 cp 0.1 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0 0.6to 1.0 

r2 = 12 

2. 	 The proposed testimator performs uniformly better compared to 
neverpool estimator for the whole range of life ratio (<\I) considered 
here, that is, (0.1 to 1.0), for larger censoring fraction after 
modification, irrespective of level of significance. However, when 
0.5 ~ <\I ~ 1.0, the proposed testimator fairs unifomlly better 
irrespective of r l, and ex.r2 

3. 	 When <\I < 0.5, the magnitude of RE increases as ex increases for the 
values of ex considered here, however, RE decreased at ex = 25%. Just 
reverse happens to the magnitude of RE when <\I> 0.5. 

4. 	 The relative efficiency attains its maximum at <\I = 0.9 when 
r2 > r l , also it occurs at (j> = 1.0 for r l > r2• 

5. 	 On the basis of tables given in appendix, we observed that for 
rl < r2 the gain ill efficiency for the proposed estimator is maximum 
compared to rl > r2, in tenns of its magnitude. Althougb, r l and T2 are 
fixed in advance by the experimenter but it is empirically shown that 
r l ~ 3r2 implies maximum gain in efficiency. So, while, deciding for 
censoring, these should serve as the guide line for choosing andr l 
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APPENDIX 
Table-I: Relative efficiency of ficG w.r.t. neverpool estimator r] 4. r2 = 8 

'----" 

Level(s) of significance (a)Life ratio 

• 0.10 0.25om 0.05 

0.964306 0.9229780.1 0.955232 0.974069 

0.9253350.2 0.885448 0.945970 0.953273 

0.957016 0.9381570.9430090.3 0.883529 

0.9655750.930384 0.973602 0.9848300.4 

1.005840.5 1.00454 1.02878 1.03221 

1.08983 1.057960.6 1.08993 1.09440 

0.7 1.14589 1.099451.17053 1.15848 

1.134071.22921 1.20543 1.18707 

1.146890.9 1.25065 1.22166 

1.130581.0 1.22683 1.19916 . 1.17967 ~ I L;'I 

1\

Table-2: Relative efficiency of SeG w.r.t. nevcrpoo! estimator r I 4,r2 12 

ratio Level(sJ of significance (a) 

0.05 0.10Ijl om 
0.1 0.9651710.966062 0.976602 

0.2 0.872616 0.943120 0.951925 

0.3 0.836045 0.922189 0.946141 

0.4 0.9633800.866712 0.939222 0.965622 

0.5 1.007530.946315 0.992965 1.01285 

0.6 1.05995 1.07391 1.08170 1.06495 

0.7 L19063 1.16014 1.127021.16771 

0.8 1.180341.31269 1.25360 1.23029 

0.9 1.270321.39203 1.30584 

1.0 1.261661.39872 1.30242 
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Table-3: Relative efficiency of@CG w.r.t. neverpool estimator rj 16, rz = 8 

I 
Life ratio Level{s) of significance (a) 

«P O.oI 0.05 I 0.10 0.25 

0.1 0.999286 0.996675 0.993377 0.983607 

0.2 0.999024 0.996675 0.993398 0.983621 

0.3 1.00007 0.992832 0.993818 0.983817 

0.4 1.0031 0.999134 0.995183 0.984559 

0.5 1.00748 1.00215 0.997568 0.986048 

0.6 1.01236 1.00586 1.00066 0.988203 

0.7 1.01702 1.00968 1.00401 0.990757 

0.8 1.02087 1.0131 1.00715 0.993358 

0.9 1.02349 1.01568 1.00966 0.995639 

1.02454 1.01706 1.01117 0.9972541.0 

Table-4: Relative efficiency of~cG w.r.t. ncverpool estimatorrl = 16, rz = 12 

Life ratio Level(s) of significance (U) 

O.QJ 0.05 0.10 0.25III 

0.1 0.999317 0.9933780.996677 0.983607 

0.2 0.998524 0.993370 0.9836140.996603 

0.3 0.998177 0.9937460.996985 0.983823 

0.4 1.00304 0.996105 0.9850811.00013 

0.5 1.01474 1.001971.00778 0.988521 

0.6 1.03163 1.01965 1.01153 0.994687 

0.7 1.05066 1.023631.03405 1.00320 

UL 
1.06840 1.04852 1.03634 1.01292 

1.08145 1.06035 1.04733 1.02217 

1.0 1.08681 1.06688 1.05420 1.04107 


